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Yesterday was the birthday of the Patriarch Bodhidharma. Let’s start
from this place. We all know that the Patriarch Bodhidharma brought
Buddhadharma from India to China; subsequently he transmitted the
Dharma to the Second Patriarch Shen Guang before entering Nirvana.
Not long after, an ambassador from China met Patriarch Bodhidharma
somewhere in western China (Qing Range) and asked him: “Great
Master, where are you going?” He said, “I’m returning to India.” After
this ambassador returned to China, he learned that Patriarch had already
passed away; when they dug up his grave and opened his coffin, it was
empty except for one shoe. This is known as “with one shoe returning
to the West.” Where did the Patriarch actually go? Perhaps he came to
America!
The Venerable Master Hsuan Hua brought the Buddhadharma from
China to the West. He was the first person to build the Triple Jewel in
the West; therefore, some people refer to him as “the First Patriarch in
America—Transmitting the Great Dharma to the West.” This time during our trip to China, when we arrived at Nanjing’s Gu Xi Xia Temple,
the abbot there told us that their temple had a true painting of the
Patriarch Bodhidharma that was painted in the ancient times. As he was
telling us, I immediately thought of someone who had told me two or
three days prior, “Before we left for this trip, someone dreamt that
Patriarch Bodhidharma told him that he is returning to China.” Hence,
when we heard that this monastery housed the true painting of the
Patriarch, we were all delighted and wanted to see the painting. During our visit, the temple was conducting a Water-Land Dharma Assembly and the painting of Bodhidharma was covered by a very large
canvas. This painting was so enormous and hung so high that we
could only see the heels of Patriarch Bodhidharma’s feet. Was this
some kind of Dharma he was trying to tell us?
The Venerable Master once told his disciples that in the future, he
will bring the Buddhadharma back to China. He also told his American disciples that, in the future, each one of them must go to the East
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to propagate the Dharma and benefit all beings. The primary objective of
our visit to China this time was to introduce some Dharma treasures; currently,
nine volumes of Sutras from Dharma Realm Buddhist Association are being
circulated there. Six books are published in simplified Chinese characters and
additionally, three are published in traditional Chinese characters and English.
More than 50,000 volumes of these nine books are currently in circulation in
China.
Initially, we assumed that one must publish all Dharma treasures in simplified Chinese if they are to be circulated and read in China. However, before we embarked on the trip, I heard a piece of news from Gold Mountain
Monastery about a lay person who recently subscribed to a year’s worth of
Vajra Bodhi Sea magazine to be mailed to mainland China. We were curious
and asked him, “People in mainland China read simplified characters, but
Vajra Bodhi Sea is published in traditional Chinese. Will they understand it?”
The lay person replied, “The Dharma Masters in China told me that now
there are some schools and provinces teaching traditional Chinese.”
Later when we were on the plane to Harbin, I sat next to a female student
who is a fourth-year student at Harbin Medical University. I told her that
there are three new books in Harbin and that they are published in traditional
Chinese. I asked her, “Do you understand traditional Chinese?” This student
said that not long ago she was sent by her university on an academic exchange
program to Hong Kong University. She encountered traditional Chinese there
and found traditional Chinese characters to be quite beautiful and full of
inherent wisdom. She began to like traditional Chinese characters more and
upon returning to simplified characters, she gradually found them to be uninteresting and dull. We were greatly encouraged by these two pieces of news
because the Venerable Master once said that simplified characters are destroying Chinese culture. The Venerable Master prohibited us from writing in simplified characters. A few days ago, I received an e-mail about a Beijing conference focusing on traditional characters sponsored by China’s Ministry of
Education in early November. They wanted to unify the Chinese writing.
Originally, China had been passive in its policies on traditional characters, but
later on, they adopted the slogan of “coexistence of both simplified and
traditional characters.” Using the case of this student from Harbin, we know
that actually if Mainland Chinese youths have the opportunity to encounter
traditional characters, they will like them and be glad to learn them.
On this trip, other than getting acquainted briefly with the status of Buddhism in China, I also became deeply aware of the Venerable Master’s statement that “the 21st century is the Chinese people’s century—if Chinese people
know how to do things well.” China will organize the 2008 Summer Olympics,
which means that the entire nation will be involved with this event. No matter
where we went—whether in the cities or in the countryside—we saw and heard
about the Olympics. This is an indication that everyone is joyously organizing
and participating in this activity.
Furthermore, no matter where we went, we encountered lots of people,
which was quite unexpected. At Beijing’s Heavenly Temple, Tiananmen Square,
the Forbidden City, and the Imperial Garden, there seemed to be endless
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waves of people. Our tour guide said, “Actually all these people are not
just tourists from all over the world, but they are also tourists from
elsewhere in China. We have holidays during these few days and this is
also the time when farmers take a break from agricultural work, so they
travel and tour different places in China.” I was surprised, especially
when we went to the Heavenly Temple and saw a very long corridor
crowded by people. Who were these people? They were elderly
people—everyone was happy and joyously playing qing (ancient string
instruments), singing, dancing, doing tai-chi exercises, playing chess, and
so on. Engaged in a variety of recreational activities, they appeared to
be genuinely happy. An elderly member of our delegation remarked
that American elderly people don’t appear to be as relaxed, leisurely,
and happy as them.
Later, we traveled to the West Lake in Hangzhou. We arrived at the
West Lake at six o’clock in the morning and saw the same scene of
many elderly people peacefully practicing tai-chi boxing, tai-chi sword,
doing exercises, and chatting. Why were there so many people who
would travel as tour groups to different places and still exercise with
such leisure? This is an indication that as China’s economy revives and
prospers, people’s notions are also changing gradually, that now they
have leisure time and the mindset to do leisurely activities. From how a
country’s tourist industry thrives, one can see that this nation is becoming
wealthier and its people more peaceful, so that its national strength will
be bolstered.
From this trip to China, I could deeply feel the kindness and compassion of the Venerable Master’s teachings, how his bequeathed treasures are still benefiting us. Chinese people have a popular saying, “If
people are still there, the feelings are still there; if people are not there,
then there’s nothing left!” The Venerable Master entered Nirvana thirteen years ago, but this time when we traveled to Northeastern China,
the Venerable Master’s homeland, we could feel that people esteemed
us and treated as representatives of the Venerable Master. They were
highly reverential. In addition to wanting to be close to us during the
day, many people came to our hotel at night to be close to us, to request
Dharma, and to make offerings. The Venerable Master is a great and
superior man who could hold up the sky. According to Confucian
conceptions, he is a “perfect man,” a man with perfect character, so he
is able to exceed traditional values of human emotions and not be constrained by them.
As we received the respect and offerings of others, we became ever
more fearful and anxious. “Do we have the virtuous conduct to receive
others’ offerings?”—we must constantly turn the light inward. Patriarch
Bodhidharma came to China to transmit the Dharma to three people—
Patriarch Hui Ke received Patriarch Bodhidharma’s marrow; Chan Master Dao Yu received Patriarch Bodhidharma’s bones; and Bhikshuni Dao
Ji received Patriarch Bodhidharma’s flesh. We are the disciples of the
Venerable Master, so we must seriously investigate the topic of how to
transmit the Venerable Master’s Dharma.
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